ABSTRACT:
As a result of the recent improvement in light-emitting diode (LED) technology, the displays of the vast majority of electronic devices are now illuminated by LEDs. There are several advantages of this type of light source over its predecessors; however, recent research is giving support to the fact that prolonged exposition to the white LEDs emission in the blue spectrum may have a negative impact on visual health, as well as, on biological rhythms (circadian rhythms). As a consequence, ophthalmic lens manufacturers have recently introduced in the market innovative lenses that incorporate blue light filters, especially designed for electronic device users. In this work, the performance of different blue light filters present on commercially available ophthalmic lenses was tested and compared. Lenses were placed in front of a LED-based backlight tablet, in a similar way a common user would be reading a text on the electronic device. The absorption characteristics of the various samples from four different ophthalmic lens manufacturers were measured. Analysis of the different samples from the same manufacturer was conducted and blue light filters from different manufacturers were compared.
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1. Introduction

In modern society the use of electronic digital devices is rapidly increasing, with computers, smartphones, tablets and televisions being ubiquitous. As a result, all age groups (children, youth and adults) report increasingly demanding visual tasks. In addition, particular research efforts are being directed to evaluate the relation between the use of electronic displays and some visual problems [1-3]. In particular, in 2008 the American Optometric Association defined the Computer Vision Syndrome (CVS) as the combination of ocular and vision problems initially associated with the use of computers [1-3], a definition that may nowadays be extrapolated to the use of any other type of modern electronic display. One of the most
prevailing problems associated with CVS is dry eye [4]. Researchers have reported that ocular discomfort, specifically dry eye symptoms, may be associated with an increase of incomplete blinks (that is, the eye is not completely closed in the downward process of a blink) when electronic displays are used [5].

Overall, one of the main components of electronic devices is a backlight screen consisting of a liquid crystal display (LCD) layer and a light source, which is set behind the screen. This illumination system allows the use of these devices in poorly lit environments and, in general, improves and facilitates visualization of data shown in the screen. Until recently, the most commonly used backlight system was based on cold cathode fluorescent light (CCFL). As a consequence of the recent improvement in light-emitting diode (LED) technology, the screens of the vast majority of electronic devices are now illuminated by white light LEDs. Two LED configurations are available: those emitting white light from a phosphorous coating and those compounding white light by combining red, blue and green (RGB) LEDs. The advantages of the LED technology over previous illumination systems are numerous, such as affording a wider variety of colours, higher contrast and resolution, and thinner screens, among others. Nevertheless, some disadvantages have also been described, which are currently still under study. For example, prolonged exposition to the white LEDs main emission in the blue area of the visible spectrum may have a negative impact on visual health, as well as, on biological rhythms (circadian rhythms) [6,7]. Some of the negative effects of this radiation may originate in the coincidence of the white light LED emission peak (at approximately 450 nm) with the wavelength of maximum absorption of the melanopsin pigment of the retina (around 460 nm), which regulates the cycle of sleeping and waking in human biological rhythms (Fig. 1).

It has been observed that, under natural conditions, the circadian cycle oscillates according to light exposure (specifically, light from the blue or short wavelength spectral region). At night, in dim light or darkness, melatonin (or sleep hormone) secretion by the pineal gland is initiated, allowing the human body to become ready to sleep and rest. On the contrary, during the day, melatonin secretion is stopped under the exposure to sunlight, thus promoting a state of alertness and wakefulness. Nevertheless, this biorhythm cannot differentiate exposure to a natural light source from that of an artificial light. Thereby, some studies have documented a disruption of circadian rhythms with the use of electronic displays at night [8,9] and an inhibition of melatonin production by the effect of the blue light emission of LED displays [10-13].

In order to reduce the level of the emitted blue light reaching the eyes of electronic display users, different approaches have recently been implemented. For instance, a set of filters with different attenuation levels is commercially available [14]. These filters are designed to be attached to the displays, so that they partially block the blue light emission of the device. Another possibility is to install and activate an application for computers, smartphones or tablets. This software will automatically control the emission of the display according to the time of the day the user is employing the device, moving towards warmer colours towards the end of the day. Both, hardware filters and software applications were recently compared [15]. A recent work has investigated the use or orange-tinted blue blocker therapeutic lenses to reduce the effects of LED illuminated screens on evening users of these devices [16]. Finally, several ophthalmic lens manufacturers have introduced in the market innovative ophthalmic lenses incorporating blue light filters. These lenses

![Fig. 1. Spectral radiance of a LED backlight screen (in black) and normalized spectral absorption values of the melanopsin pigment (in blue)](image-url)
are specifically recommended for ordinary users of electronic devices, thus allowing prolonged exposure to the screen radiation, or for night-time users.

In this work, the performance of different blue light filters incorporated in commercially available ophthalmic lenses was tested and compared. In section 2, a detailed description of the materials used for the experiments as well as the tested samples is provided. Section 3 focuses on the analysis of the obtained results, comparing the absorption capacity of various samples of the same manufacturer and also comparing various samples from four different ophthalmic lens manufacturers. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Material and method

2.a. Experimental setup

The current study used an iPad mini ME280TY/A tablet from Apple as an example of a self-luminous screen with LED technology. The illuminating system consists of an array of RGB LEDs as shown in the microscopic view of Fig. 2(a). The area of this tablet is 20x13.47cm and was used as the illuminating light source for all the experimental measurements of the ophthalmic lenses under study. The tablet displayed a uniform white picture filling the whole screen in its maximum radiance and was always plugged to the external power supply network to ensure the maximum RGB LED emission. Under these conditions, the initial emission spectrum of the tablet was taken as a reference to lately compute the spectral transmission of the ophthalmic lenses. The radiometric measurements in this study were obtained with the spectroradiometer "Photo Research PR-715", a device that allows for the analysis of the visible spectrum (380-780nm) in 4nm steps (Figure 3). Figure 2(b) shows the experimentally measured spectral radiance of the tablet displaying a white uniform image in its maximum radiance.

![Microscopic view of the RGB LED array of the iPad mini ME280TY/A tablet.](a)

![Spectral emission of the same device.](b)

Fig. 2 (a) Microscopic view of the RGB LED array of the iPad mini ME280TY/A tablet. (b) Spectral emission of the same device.

![Spectroradiometer (Photo Research PR-715) used in the experiments.](image)

Fig. 3 Spectroradiometer (Photo Research PR-715) used in the experiments.

The analysed samples of ophthalmic lenses were sequentially placed in front of the spectroradiometer, centred to the optical axis. The orientation effect of the lenses with reference to the display was first considered. Preliminary measurements evidenced no variation in the readings of the spectroradiometer.
irrespective of the actual orientation of the lenses (concave or convex surface facing the display). Therefore, subsequent measurements were conducted with samples placed with the convex curvature facing the tablet, which is the same orientation a user would employ the lenses when reading a text on the electronic device. The spectral radiance for each lens was recorded and compared to the spectral emission of the tablet screen without the lens. Therefore, any variation in the measured spectral radiance would account for the absorption characteristics of the analysed ophthalmic lens. The ratio between the spectral radiance of the tablet with and without the lens provides the percentage of filter transmission for each analysed wavelength. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup, including the spectroradiometer used to obtain the spectral information of the study samples. All measurements were taken under the same environmental conditions and during the same session.

2.b. Analysed ophthalmic samples

Nowadays, several manufacturers incorporate blue filters in commercially available ophthalmic lenses. This study evaluated samples from four different manufacturers: Prats, Indo, Hoya and Essilor. In all but one case, lenses with blue filter were compared with lenses incorporating only the common anti-reflective (AR) coating, with all the other parameters remaining constant (lens material, surface geometry, refractive power, etc.).

Table 1 shows the number of evaluated samples as grouped by manufacturer. There was only one sample from Hoya, corresponding to the blue filter, that is, the lens with AR coating was not available in time for the study. However, the authors considered interesting to include this sample in the analysis to allow for comparison with the other lenses incorporating blue radiation filters. In contrast, there were 4 different samples from Prats: one with the AR coating, one with the blue filter for electronic device users (CSR) and two more samples defined as therapeutic lenses, with filters CSRa and CSRb.

Table 1. Number of samples for each of the analysed lenses with information on the intensity of the blue filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Total number of samples</th>
<th>Samples with only anti-reflective (AR) coating</th>
<th>Samples with blue filter (intensity of filter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prats®</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 - AR</td>
<td>3 - CSR; CSRa; CSRb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo®</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 - AR</td>
<td>1 - Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoya®</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 - Blue Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essilor®</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 - AR</td>
<td>1 - Crizal Prevencia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows the analysed ophthalmic lens samples incorporating blue filter. A certain yellowish colour may be observed from some of the samples since lenses have a selective absorption in the blue component of the visible spectrum.
3. Results

In this section, the spectral radiances and transmittances of the samples belonging to the same manufacturer are shown and compared. In all cases, the tablet spectral radiances is also plotted for comparison purposes.

Figure 5 shows the spectral radiances and transmittances corresponding to the Prats ophthalmic lenses. It may be observed that the AR coating rarely absorbed light from any wavelength of the visible spectrum, with a radian curve clearly overlapping the emission curve of the iPad tablet. On the contrary, the three CSR filter samples each modified in a different degree the evaluated spectrum. The CSR sample designed for electronic device users specifically absorbed the blue region of the spectrum, where the RGB LEDs emission has the highest intensity. The CSRa and CSRb samples, however, modified the whole of the visible spectrum, manifesting a significant absorption in all chromatic components, with the strongest effect in the short wavelengths. Note that these therapeutic lenses are commonly recommended to avoid dazzle in those patients with light sensitive retinas.

![Figure 5. Spectral radiances and transmittances obtained from the set of ophthalmic lenses from Prats. The curve of the tablet screen emission is shown for comparison.](image)

Figure 6 depicts the results for the Indo ophthalmic lenses. Hardly noticeable differences in the spectral radiances measured from the tablet screen, the AR coating and the energy filter were evidenced, although a tiny reduction of the radianse in the blue region of the spectrum may be appreciated with the blue light filter. This effect can be clearly observed in the transmittance plot on the right of Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Spectral radiances and transmittances obtained from the set of ophthalmic lenses from Indo. The curve of the tablet screen emission is shown for comparison.](image)

The curves for the Blue Control sample of Hoya are plotted in Figure 7. This lens is directly compared with the emission of the tablet since the AR coating sample was not available in time for the study. It may be observed from Fig. 7 that the Hoya lens selectively absorbed only in the blue region of the visible spectrum,
that is, it reduced slightly the maximum emission peak of the tablet in the short wavelength area. All the other wavelengths in the visible spectrum remained unaltered.

Finally, the results from the Essilor samples are presented in Fig. 8. The radiance and transmittance curves evidence that the AR coating of Essilor did not affect the spectral information of the illuminating light source (tablet white screen). On the contrary, the Crizal Prevencia blue filter reduced a portion of the blue emission of the RGB LED screen. The other wavelengths of the visible spectrum remained unaltered with the incorporation of the blue filter.
To allow for a better comparison between blue filters, Fig. 9 depicts the measured spectral radiance and transmittance of the tablet when the ophthalmic lenses incorporating blue filters for electronic device users are sequentially placed in front of the screen. It may be noticed that all tested lenses incorporating a blue filter performed a selective absorption in the blue region while transmitting the energy of the other wavelengths of the visible spectrum.

Table 2 summarizes the obtained experimental results in terms of the percentage of absorbed light at the maximum emission peak of the RGB LED self-luminous tablet for each ophthalmic lens with blue filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lenses</th>
<th>Absorption (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prats (CSR)</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo (Energy)</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoya (Blue Control)</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essilor (Crizal Prevencia)</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It may be noted from Table 2 that the percentage of blue light filter absorption varied significantly between manufacturers, with a range from 3% of absorption for the Indo Energy sample to 17.4% for the Essilor Crizal Prevencia lens. The Blue Control from Hoya and the CSR from Prats provided intermediate values of absorption, with a 7.1% and a 14.7%, respectively. It is also interesting to remark that the degree of absorption of each lens coincided with the corresponding yellowish perception shown in Fig. 4. Thus, Figure 4(f) and 4(a) correspond to the highest blue light absorption of the Essilor and Prats samples, while Figure 4(e) and 4(d) are the mostly transparent lenses from Hoya and Indo.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the authors analysed several samples of ophthalmic lenses that incorporate blue light filters, specifically designed for electronic device users. As advertised by the manufacturers, these lenses are sold to prevent visual fatigue and ocular pathologies. To achieve this aim, the incorporated filters partially block the blue light emission of LED illuminating sources used in tablets and other electronic devices.

This study has firstly confirmed that a self-luminous iPad mini ME280TY/A (Apple tablet) presents an emission peak in the blue region of the visible spectrum, with a maximum radiance around 450nm.

Secondly, when placing AR coating ophthalmic lenses in front of the RGB LED illuminated tablet, the spectral radiance of the system remained unaltered for all the evaluated samples obtained from different manufacturers: Prats, Indo and Essilor.

Thirdly, ophthalmic lenses including blue filters for electronic device users were found to alter the spectral radiance of the tablet only in the blue region of the visible spectrum, specifically at its peak of maximum emission. Therefore, it may be concluded that commercially available blue filters in ophthalmic lenses are effective to absorb some of the short wavelength emission. Nevertheless, each commercial filter shows a different degree of blue light attenuation. The range of absorption among the four tested brands of lenses goes from 3% for the Indo sample to 17.4% for the Essilor sample. Additionally, it is relevant to note that lenses with the highest yellowish appearance correspond to those with the highest level of absorbance of the blue tablet emission.

The present findings revealing a wide range of blue light attenuation in commercially available blue filters support the need to accurately determine the blue light absorption level required to avoid possible ocular pathologies and fluctuations in the circadian rhythm.
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